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Abstract

The set POLm×nd,r of m×n complex matrix polynomials of grade d and (normal)
rank at most r in a complex (d + 1)mn dimensional space is studied. For
r = 1, . . . ,min{m,n} − 1, we show that POLm×nd,r is the union of the closures
of the rd + 1 sets of matrix polynomials with rank r, degree exactly d, and
explicitly described complete eigenstructures. In addition, for the full-rank
rectangular polynomials, i.e. r = min{m,n} andm ≠ n, we show that POLm×nd,r

coincides with the closure of a single set of the polynomials with rank r,
degree exactly d, and the described complete eigenstructure. These complete
eigenstructures correspond to generic m × n matrix polynomials of grade d
and rank at most r.

Keywords: complete eigenstructure, genericity, matrix polynomials,
normal rank, orbits
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1. Introduction

Describing a behaviour or form that certain objects have “generically”
(typically) may be useful or, even, necessary for investigation of various prob-
lems, examples include generic solutions of partial and ordinary differential
equations, as well as generic forms of linear and non-linear operators. On
the other hand, growing needs of solving and analyzing large scale problems
demand a better understanding of low rank operators and their low rank
perturbations. A number of interesting and challenging problems lies in the
intersection of these two research directions, an obvious example is a problem
of describing generic forms for operators with a low (bounded) rank.
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We say that a dense and open subset of a space is generic, see also [8].
One way to describe a generic set of various matrix (sub)spaces is by giving
the possible eigenstructures that the elements of this set may have. Generic
eigenstructures for n × n matrices, matrix pencils, or matrix polynomials of
full-ranks (r = n) are well-known and consist only of simple eigenvalues (i.e.
the eigenvalues whose algebraic multiplicities are one). Nevertheless, when
matrix pencils or polynomials are rectangular, or known to be of a fixed
(non-full) rank describing their generic complete eigenstructures becomes
more difficult. This problem for m × n complex matrix pencils has been
extensively investigated: The generic Kronecker canonical forms (KCF) for
full-rank rectangular (m ≠ n) pencils are presented in [12, 19, 33], and the
generic KCFs for pencils with the rank r, where r = 1, . . . ,min{m,n} − 1,
are obtained in [6]. In this paper we solve the corresponding problems for
matrix polynomials, i.e. we find the generic complete eigenstructures of full-
rank m × n complex matrix polynomials of grade d and with m ≠ n, and
the generic complete eigenstructures of m × n complex matrix polynomials
of grade d and (normal) rank at most r, r = 1, . . . ,min{m,n} − 1. To be
exact, for the set POLm×nd,r of singular m × n complex matrix polynomials
of grade d and rank at most r, we prove: if r = min{m,n} and m ≠ n then
POLm×nd,r coincides with the closure of a single set of the polynomials with the
described complete eigenstructure; if r = 1, . . . ,min{m,n} − 1 then POLm×nd,r

is the union of the closures of the rd + 1 sets of matrix polynomials with
described complete eigenstructures.

Our results have potential applications in studies of the ill-posed prob-
lem of computing the complete eigenstructure for a matrix polynomial. Small
perturbations in the matrix entries can drastically change the complete eigen-
structure and thus it may be useful to know the complete eigenstructure that
the polynomials from a certain subset (in our case it is a subset of polyno-
mials with bounded rank) are most likely to have. Notably, that all possible
changes of complete eigenstructures can be seen from so called closure hier-
archy (stratification) graphs [13, 15, 16, 18, 26], in particular, see [19] and
[15] for the stratifications of matrix pencils and polynomials, respectively.
Nevertheless, identification of the generic pencils or polynomials of a fixed
rank does not immediately follow from the stratification graphs.

Another challenging and open problem for which the results of this pa-
per may be useful is an investigation of generic low rank perturbations of
matrix polynomials, an area where we only know the study of the particular
perturbations considered in [7]. Such lack of references on low rank perturba-
tions of matrix polynomials is in stark contrast with the numerous references
available in the literature on the changes of the complete eigenstructures of
matrices and matrix pencils under generic low rank perturbations, both in
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the unstructured setting [5, 8, 24], as well as in the case of structured pre-
serving perturbations [1, 2, 3, 28, 29, 30, 31]. This considerable interest on
low rank perturbations comes from their applications and from the interest-
ing theoretical problems they pose, which in the case of matrix polynomials
are hard as a consequence of the nontrivial structure of the set of matrix
polynomials with bounded rank and given grade.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 begins with recalling some
classical results about matrix pencils and polynomials, including Kronecker
and Smith canonical forms, and companion linearizations. At the end of Sec-
tion 2 we also present recent results on the generic KCFs for matrix pencils.
Using Section 2, in Section 3 we derive the generic complete eigenstructures
for matrix polynomials, that is the main original results of this work. The
codimensions of the generic sets of matrix polynomials determined in Sec-
tion 3 are defined and computed in Section 4.

2. Preliminaries

We start by recalling the Kronecker canonical form of general matrix
pencils λA+B (a matrix polynomial of degree one) under strict equivalence.
Note also that all matrices considered in this paper have complex entries.

For each k = 1,2, . . ., define the k × k matrices

Jk(µ) ∶=

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

µ 1
µ ⋱

⋱ 1
µ

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

, Ik ∶=

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

1
1

⋱
1

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

,

where µ ∈ C, and for each k = 0,1, . . ., define the k × (k + 1) matrices

Fk ∶=
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0 1
⋱ ⋱

0 1

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, Gk ∶=

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

1 0
⋱ ⋱

1 0

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
.

All non-specified entries of Jk(µ), Ik, Fk, and Gk are zeros.
An m×n matrix pencil λA+B is called strictly equivalent to λC+D if there

are non-singular matrices Q and R such that Q−1AR = C and Q−1BR = D.
The set of matrix pencils strictly equivalent to λA +B forms a manifold in
the complex 2mn dimensional space. This manifold is the orbit of λA + B
under the action of the group GLm(C) ×GLn(C) on the space of all matrix
pencils by strict equivalence:

O(λA +B) = {Q−1(λA +B)R ∶ Q ∈ GLm(C),R ∈ GLn(C)}. (1)
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Theorem 2.1. [21, Sect. XII, 4] Each m×n matrix pencil λA+B is strictly
equivalent to a direct sum, uniquely determined up to permutation of sum-
mands, of pencils of the form

Ej(µ) ∶= λIj + Jj(µ), in which µ ∈ C, Ej(∞) ∶= λJj(0) + Ij,
Lk ∶= λGk + Fk, and LTk ∶= λGT

k + F T
k ,

where j ⩾ 1 and k ⩾ 0.

The canonical form in Theorem 2.1 is known as the Kronecker canonical
form (KCF). The blocks Ej(µ) and Ej(∞) correspond to the finite and
infinite eigenvalues, respectively, and altogether form the regular part of λA+
B. The blocks Lk and LTk correspond to the right (column) and left (row)
minimal indices, respectively, and form the singular part of the matrix pencil.

Define an m×n matrix polynomial of grade d, i.e., of degree less than or
equal to d, as follows

P = P (λ) = λdAd + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + λA1 +A0, Ai ∈ Cm×n, i = 0, . . . , d. (2)

Define the vector space of the matrix polynomials of a fixed size and grade:

POLm×nd = {P ∶ P is an m × n matrix polynomial of grade d}. (3)

Observe that POLm×n1 is the vector space of matrix pencils of size m × n,
which is denoted simply by PENCILm×n, as well as that POLm×nd,r ⊆ POLm×nd ,
where the equality holds for r = min{m,n}. If there is no risk of confusion we
will write POL instead of POLm×nd and PENCIL instead of PENCILm×n. By
using the standard Frobenius matrix norm of complex matrices [23] a distance

on POLm×nd is defined as d(P,P ′) = (∑d
i=0 ∣∣Ai −A′

i∣∣2F )
1
2 , making POLm×nd to a

metric space. For convenience, the Frobenius norm of the matrix polynomial

P is defined as ∣∣P (λ)∣∣F = (∑d
i=0 ∣∣Ai∣∣2F )

1
2 .

Next, we recall the complete eigenstructure of a matrix polynomial, i.e.,
the definitions of the elementary divisors and minimal indices.

Definition 2.2. Let P (λ) and Q(λ) be two m×n matrix polynomials. Then
P (λ) and Q(λ) are unimodularly equivalent if there exist two unimodular
matrix polynomials U(λ) and V (λ) (i.e., detU(λ),detV (λ) ∈ C/{0}) such
that

U(λ)P (λ)V (λ) = Q(λ).

The transformation P (λ)↦ U(λ)P (λ)V (λ) is called a unimodular equiv-
alence transformation and the canonical form with respect to this transfor-
mation is the Smith form [21], recalled in the following theorem.
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Theorem 2.3. [21] Let P (λ) be an m × n matrix polynomial over C. Then
there exists r ∈ N, r ⩽ min{m,n} and unimodular matrix polynomials U(λ)
and V (λ) over C such that

U(λ)P (λ)V (λ) =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

g1(λ) 0
⋱ 0r×(n−r)

0 gr(λ)
0(m−r)×r 0(m−r)×(n−r)

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

, (4)

where gj(λ) is monic for j = 1, . . . , r and gj(λ) divides gj+1(λ) for j =
1, . . . , r − 1. Moreover, the canonical form (4) is unique.

The integer r is the (normal) rank of the matrix polynomial P (λ). Every
gj(λ) is called an invariant polynomial of P (λ), and can be uniquely factored
as

gj(λ) = (λ − α1)δj1 ⋅ (λ − α2)δj2 ⋅ . . . ⋅ (λ − αlj)
δjlj ,

where lj ⩾ 0, δj1, . . . , δjlj > 0 are integers. If lj = 0 then gj(λ) = 1. The
numbers α1, . . . , αlj ∈ C are finite eigenvalues (zeros) of P (λ). The elementary
divisors of P (λ) associated with the finite eigenvalue αk is the collection of
factors (λ − αk)δjk , including repetitions.

We say that λ = ∞ is an eigenvalue of the matrix polynomial P (λ) of
grade d if zero is an eigenvalue of revP (λ) ∶= λdP (1/λ). The elementary
divisors λγk , γk > 0, for the zero eigenvalue of revP (λ) are the elementary
divisors associated with ∞ of P (λ).

Define the left and right null-spaces, over the field of rational functions
C(λ), for an m × n matrix polynomial P (λ) as follows:

Nleft(P ) ∶= {y(λ)T ∈ C(λ)1×m ∶ y(λ)TP (λ) = 01×n},
Nright(P ) ∶= {x(λ) ∈ C(λ)n×1 ∶ P (λ)x(λ) = 0m×1}.

Every subspace V of the vector space C(λ)n has bases consisting entirely
of vector polynomials. Recall that, a minimal basis of V is a basis of V
consisting of vector polynomials whose sum of degrees is minimal among all
bases of V consisting of vector polynomials. The ordered list of degrees of
the vector polynomials in any minimal basis of V is always the same. These
degrees are called the minimal indices of V [20, 27]. More formally, let the sets
{y1(λ)T , ..., ym−r(λ)T} and {x1(λ), ..., xn−r(λ)} be minimal bases of Nleft(P )
and Nright(P ), respectively, ordered so that 0 ⩽ deg(y1) ⩽ . . . ⩽ deg(ym−r)
and 0 ⩽ deg(x1) ⩽ . . . ⩽ deg(xn−r). Let ηk = deg(yk) for i = 1, . . . ,m − r and
εk = deg(xk) for i = 1, . . . , n − r. Then the scalars 0 ⩽ η1 ⩽ η2 ⩽ . . . ⩽ ηm−r and
0 ⩽ ε1 ⩽ ε2 ⩽ . . . ⩽ εn−r are, respectively, the left and right minimal indices
of P (λ).
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Altogether all the eigenvalues, finite and infinite, the corresponding ele-
mentary divisors, and the left and right minimal indices of a matrix poly-
nomial P (λ) are called the complete eigenstructure of P (λ). Moreover, we
define O(P ) to be the set of matrix polynomials of the same size, grade, and
with the same complete eigenstructure as P (λ).

A number of theoretical and computational questions for matrix poly-
nomials are addressed through the use of linearizations [10, 22]. The most
known linearizations of an m×n matrix polynomial P (λ) = λdAd+⋯+λA1+A0

are the first and second Frobenius companion forms, i.e., the following matrix
pencils

C1P = λ

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

Ad
In

⋱
In

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

+

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

Ad−1 Ad−2 . . . A0

−In 0 . . . 0
⋱ ⋱ ⋮

0 −In 0

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

(5)

and

C2P = λ

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

Ad
Im

⋱
Im

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

+

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

Ad−1 −Im 0
Ad−2 0 ⋱
⋮ ⋮ ⋱ −Im
A0 0 . . . 0

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

(6)

of the sizes (m + n(d − 1)) × nd and md × (n +m(d − 1)), respectively. These
companion forms preserve all finite and infinite elementary divisors of P but
do not preserve its left and right minimal indices. In particular, all the right
minimal indices of the first companion form C1P are greater by d− 1 than the
right minimal indices of the polynomial P , while the left minimal indices of
C1P are equal to those of P . In contrast, all the left minimal indices of the
second companion form C2P are greater by d− 1 than the left minimal indices
of the polynomial P , while the right minimal indices of C2P are equal to those
of P . See [9, 10]. Summing up, the complete eigenstructure of P can be
uniquely determined from the KCF of its first or second companion form.

The first companion form C1P is fundamental for obtaining the results in
this work and based on it we define the generalized Sylvester space of the first
companion form for m × n matrix polynomials of grade d as follows

GSYLm×nd = {C1P ∶ P ∈ POLm×nd }⊆ PENCIL(m+n(d−1))×nd. (7)

If there is no risk of confusion we will write GSYL instead of GSYLm×nd ,
specially in proofs and explanations. The function d(C1P = λA + B,C1P ′ =
λA′ + B′) ∶= (∣∣A −A′∣∣2F + ∣∣B −B′∣∣2F )

1
2 is a distance on GSYL and it makes

GSYL a metric space. Note that d(C1P ,C1P ′) = d(P,P ′). Therefore there is a
bijective isometry (and thus homeomorphism):

f ∶ POLm×nd → GSYLm×nd such that f ∶ P ↦ C1P . (8)
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Now we define the orbit of first companion linearizations of a matrix poly-
nomial P

OGSYL(C1P ) = {(Q−1C1PR) ∈ GSYLm×nd ∶ Q ∈ GLm1(C),R ∈ GLn1(C)}, (9)

where m1 =m+n(d−1) and n1 = nd. Note that all the elements of OGSYL(C1P )
have the block structure of GSYL. We also remark that, as a consequence of
[4, Closed Orbit Lemma, p. 53], O(C1P ) is open in its closure in the Euclidean
topology defined by the distance d(λA + B,λC +D) previously introduced
and thus OGSYL(C1P ) is open in its closure in the relative Euclidean topology
inherited by GSYLm×nd .

The simple Lemma 2.4 will play an important role in the paper. Note
that in this lemma, as well as in the rest of the manuscript, the standard
notation for the closure of a set is used, i.e., A denotes the closure of the set
A. The particular closures appearing in Lemma 2.4 are taken with respect
to the metrics previously defined on POLm×nd and GSYLm×nd .

Lemma 2.4. Let P be an m×n matrix polynomial of grade d, C1P be its first
companion linearization, and f be the function defined in (8), then O(P ) =
f−1(OGSYL(C1P )) and O(P ) = f−1(OGSYL(C1P )).

Proof. Remember that the complete eigenstructures of a matrix polynomial
Q of grade d and its first companion linearization C1Q differ only in the values
of the right minimal indices (as discussed above, they are “shifted” by d− 1,
see also [9]) and that all the pencils in OGSYL(C1P ) have the same complete
eigenstructure since they are strictly equivalent, even more, OGSYL(C1P ) is
precisely the set of all the pencils in GSYL with the same complete eigen-
structure as C1P . Therefore Q ∈ O(P ) if and only if f(Q) = C1Q ∈ OGSYL(C1P ),
and the latter is equivalent to Q ∈ f−1(OGSYL(C1P )) by the definition of preim-
age. Thus O(P ) = f−1(OGSYL(C1P )).

To get the second equality in the statement of Lemma 2.4, note that

Q ∈ O(P ) if and only if f(Q) ∈ OGSYL(C1P ), since f is an isometry, and use
again the definition of preimage.

The arguments in the proof of Lemma 2.4 also imply that O(P ) ⊇ O(Q)
if and only if OGSYL(C1P ) ⊇ OGSYL(C1Q), where we emphasize again that the
closures are taken in the metric spaces POL and GSYL, respectively, defined
above.

We will use often in this paper the fact that for any matrix polynomial
P (λ) a sufficiently small perturbation of the pencil C1P produces another pen-
cil that although is not in GSYL is strictly equivalent to a pencil in GSYL
that is very close to C1P . This was proved for the first time in [34], and
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then again in [26, Theorem 9.1], in both cases under the assumptions that
∥P (λ)∥F is approximately 1 and much larger than the norm of the pertur-
bation, and, moreover, discarding second order terms in the perturbation.
Recently, a much more general and precise result in this direction has been
proved in [17, Theorems 6.22 and 6.23], which is valid for a very wide class of
linearizations, considers perturbations with finite norms, polynomials with
any norm, and yields precise perturbation bounds. For convenience of the
reader we present in Theorem 2.5 a corollary of [17, Theorem 6.23] adapted
to our context.

Theorem 2.5. Let P (λ) be an m × n matrix polynomial of grade d and let
C1P be its first companion form. If L(λ) is any pencil of the same size as C1P
such that

d(C1P ,L(λ)) <
π

12d3/2
,

then L(λ) is strictly equivalent to a pencil C1
P̃
∈ GSYLm×nd such that

d(C1P ,C1P̃ ) ≤ 4d (1 + ∣∣P (λ)∣∣F ) d(C1P ,L(λ)) .

The next result in this preliminary section is Theorem 2.6, which is an-
other keystone of this paper. Theorem 2.6 is exactly [6, Theorem 3.2] and is
stated for convenience of the reader. The notation has been slightly changed
with respect to [6] in order to fit the one used in the proof of the main The-
orem 3.2. All the closures in Theorem 2.6 are obviously taken in the metric
space PENCILm1×n1 .

Theorem 2.6. Let m1, n1, and r1 be integers such that m1, n1 ≥ 2 and 1 ≤
r1 ≤ min{m1, n1} − 1. Let us define, in the set of m1 × n1 complex matrix
pencils with rank r1, the following r1 + 1 KCFs that consist only of the blocks
L and LT (corresponding to the right and left minimal indices):

Ka1(λ) = diag(Lα1+1,⋯, Lα1+1
´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶

s1

, Lα1 ,⋯, Lα1

´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶
n1−r1−s1

, LTβ1+1,⋯, L
T
β1+1

´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶
t1

, LTβ1 ,⋯, L
T
β1

´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶
m1−r1−t1

) (10)

for a1 = 0,1, . . . , r1 , where α1 = ⌊a1/(n1 − r1)⌋, s1 = a1 mod (n1 − r1), β1 =
⌊(r1 − a1)/(m1 − r1)⌋, and t1 = (r1 − a1)mod (m1 − r1). Then,

(i) For every m1 × n1 pencil M(λ) with rank at most r1, there exists an
integer a1 such that O(Ka1) ⊇ O(M).

(ii) O(Ka1) /⊇ O(Ka′1) whenever a1 ≠ a′1.
(iii) The set of m1 × n1 complex matrix pencils with rank at most r1 is a

closed subset of PENCILm1×n1 equal to ⋃
0≤a1≤r1

O(Ka1).
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Note that Theorem 2.6 does not cover the case r1 = min{m1, n1}, which
is completely different since in this case we are considering all matrix pencils
of size m1 ×n1. In fact, there is only one “generic” Kronecker canonical form
for matrix pencils of full rank. If m1 = n1, then this generic form obviously
corresponds to regular matrix pencils, i.e., they do not have minimal indices
at all, with all their eigenvalues simple. If m1 ≠ n1, then the “generic”
canonical form is presented in Theorems 2.7 and 2.8 depending on whether
m1 < n1 or m1 > n1. This result is known at least since [33] (see also [12] and
[19]) and is stated for completeness.

Theorem 2.7. Let us define, in the set of m1 × n1 complex matrix pencils
with 0 <m1 < n1, the following KCF:

Kright(λ) = diag(Lα1+1,⋯, Lα1+1
´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶

s1

, Lα1 ,⋯, Lα1

´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶
n1−m1−s1

) , (11)

where α1 = ⌊m1/(n1 −m1)⌋ and s1 = m1 mod (n1 −m1). Then, O(Kright) =
PENCILm1×n1.

Theorem 2.8. Let us define, in the set of m1 × n1 complex matrix pencils
with 0 < n1 <m1, the following KCF:

Kleft(λ) = diag(LTβ1+1,⋯, L
T
β1+1

´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶
t1

, LTβ1 ,⋯, L
T
β1

´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶
m1−n1−t1

) , (12)

where β1 = ⌊n1/(m1 − n1)⌋ and t1 = n1 mod (m1 − n1). Then, O(Kleft) =
PENCILm1×n1.

3. Main result

In this section we present the generic complete eigenstructures for sets
of m × n matrix polynomials of a bounded rank and fixed grade d. First we

reveal a key connection between OGSYL(C1P ), where the closure is taken in
GSYLm×nd , and O(C1P ), where the closure is taken in PENCILm1×n1 (m1 =
m + n(d − 1) and n1 = nd) that will allow us to use Theorem 2.6.

Lemma 3.1. Let P be an m × n matrix polynomial with grade d and C1P be

its first companion linearization then OGSYL(C1P ) = O(C1P ) ∩GSYLm×nd .

Proof. By definition OGSYL(C1P ) = O(C1P ) ∩ GSYL and thus OGSYL(C1P ) =
O(C1P ) ∩GSYL (the closure here is taken in the space GSYL). For any
x ∈ O(C1P ) ∩ GSYL there exists a sequence {yi} ⊂ O(C1P ) such that yi → x.
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Since x ∈ GSYL, for any i large enough, the pencil yi is a small perturbation
of x and, according to Theorem 2.5, there exists a pencil zi ∈ GSYL strictly
equivalent to yi (and, so, to C1P ) and such that d(x, zi) ≤ 4d (1+∣∣x∣∣F )d(x, yi).
Therefore, we have proved that there exists a sequence {zi} ⊂ O(C1P )∩GSYL

such that zi → x. Thus x ∈ O(C1P ) ∩GSYL, and O(C1P ) ∩ GSYL ⊆
O(C1P ) ∩GSYL. Since, obviously, O(C1P ) ∩GSYL ⊆ O(C1P ) ∩GSYL, we have

that O(C1P ) ∩GSYL = O(C1P ) ∩GSYL, and the result is proved.

With Lemma 3.1 at hand, we state and prove the main result of this
paper.

Theorem 3.2. Let m,n, r and d be integers such that m,n ≥ 2, d ≥ 1 and
1 ≤ r ≤ min{m,n} − 1. Define rd + 1 complete eigenstructures Ka of matrix
polynomials without elementary divisors at all, with m−r left minimal indices
equal to β and β + 1, and with n − r right minimal indices equal to α and
α + 1, as follows:

Ka ∶ {α + 1, . . . , α + 1
´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶

s

, α, . . . , α
´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶
n−r−s

, β + 1, . . . , β + 1
´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶

t

, β, . . . , β
´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶
m−r−t

} (13)

for a = 0,1, . . . , rd, where α = ⌊a/(n − r)⌋, s = a mod (n − r), β = ⌊(rd −
a)/(m − r)⌋, and t = (rd − a) mod (m − r). Then,

(i) There exists an m × n complex matrix polynomial Ka of degree exactly
d and rank exactly r with each of the complete eigenstructure Ka;

(ii) For every m × n polynomial M of grade d with rank at most r, there
exists an integer a such that O(Ka) ⊇ O(M);

(iii) O(Ka)⋂O(Ka′) = ∅ whenever a ≠ a′;

(iv) The set of m × n complex matrix polynomials of grade d with rank at
most r is a closed subset of POLm×nd equal to ⋃0≤a≤rd O(Ka).

Proof. (i) Summing up all the minimal indices for each Ka in (13) we have

s

∑
1

(α + 1) +
n−r−s
∑
1

α +
t

∑
1

(β + 1) +
m−r−t
∑
1

β =
n−r
∑
1

α + s +
m−r
∑
1

β + t

= (n − r)⌊a/(n − r)⌋ + s + (m − r)⌊(rd − a)/(m − r)⌋ + t = a + rd − a = rd.

By [11, Theorem 3.3], for each a there exists an m×n complex matrix poly-
nomial of degree exactly d and rank exactly r that has the complete eigen-
structure Ka (13).
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(ii) For every m × n matrix polynomial M of grade d and rank at most
r, the first companion form C1M has rank at most r + n(d − 1), because C1M is
unimodularly equivalent to M ⊕ In(d−1). Therefore, for each of such M there
exists an (m+n(d−1))×nd matrix pencil Q, with rank r+n(d−1), equal to
one of the Ka1(λ) pencils defined in Theorem 2.6, such that O(Q) ⊇ O(C1M).
This means, in particular, that there exists a sequence {yi} ⊂ O(Q) such
that yi → C1M and, so, for any i large enough, yi is a small perturbation of
C1M and Theorem 2.5 can be applied to the polynomial M and yi. From this,
we obtain that yi is strictly equivalent to C1P for a certain polynomial P of
grade d and size m × n, which is independent of i since yi ∈ O(Q). Then
O(Q) = O(C1P ) and C1P has rank r+n(d−1), which is equivalent to say that P
has rank r. Thus O(C1P ) ⊇ O(C1M) and O(C1P )∩GSYL ⊇ O(C1M)∩GSYL. The

latter is equivalent to O(C1P ) ∩GSYL ⊇ O(C1M) ∩GSYL by Lemma 3.1, and,

by definition, is also equivalent to OGSYL(C1P ) ⊇ OGSYL(C1M), which according
to the discussion after Lemma 2.4, is equivalent to O(P ) ⊇ O(M). The
remaining part of the proof is to show that the generic matrix pencils of
size (m + n(d − 1)) × nd and rank n(d − 1) + r (see Theorem 2.6) are strictly
equivalent to the first companion forms of m×n matrix polynomials of grade
d and rank r if and only if these matrix pencils are strictly equivalent to the
first companion form of the polynomials with the complete eigenstructures
Ka in (13).

For each matrix polynomial Ka in part (i) the (m+n(d− 1))×nd matrix
pencil C1Ka

has the rank n(d − 1) + r and by [9, 10] the Kronecker canonical
form of C1Ka

is the direct sum of the following blocks:

C1Ka
∶ {Lα+d, . . . , Lα+d

´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶
s

, Lα+d−1, . . . , Lα+d−1
´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶

n−r−s

, LTβ+1, . . . , L
T
β+1

´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶
t

, LTβ , . . . , L
T
β

´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶
m−r−t

}. (14)

We show that the Kronecker canonical form of C1Ka
coincides with the

Kronecker canonical form of one of the generic matrix pencils of rank
r1 = n(d − 1) + r and size m1 × n1, where m1 = m + n(d − 1) and n1 = nd,
given in Theorem 2.6:

{Lα1+1, . . . , Lα1+1
´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶

s1

, Lα1 , . . . , Lα1

´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶
n1−r1−s1

, LTβ1+1, . . . , L
T
β1+1

´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶
t1

, LTβ1 , . . . , L
T
β1

´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶
m1−r1−t1

}. (15)

Or equivalently, we show that the numbers and the sizes of the L and LT

blocks in (14) and (15) coincide, i.e., α+d−1 = α1, s = s1, n−r−s = n1−r1−s1,
β = β1, t = t1, and m − r − t =m1 − r1 − t1.
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For the sizes of L blocks we have

α + d − 1 = ⌊ a

n − r
⌋ + d − 1 = ⌊(n − r)(d − 1) + a

n − r
⌋ (16)

= ⌊(n(d − 1) + r − rd) + a
nd − (n(d − 1) + r)

⌋ = ⌊ a1
n1 − r1

⌋ = α1, (17)

where a1 = (n(d − 1) + r) − rd + a. Since a = 0,1, . . . , rd, then a1 = (n(d −
1) + r) − rd, (n(d − 1) + r) − rd + 1, . . . , n(d − 1) + r, or equivalently a1 =
r1 − rd, r1 − rd + 1, . . . , r1.

For the numbers of L blocks s and n − r − s, we have

s = a mod (n − r) = ((n − r)(d − 1) + a) mod (n − r)
= ((n(d − 1) + r) − rd + a) mod (nd − (n(d − 1) + r))
= a1 mod (n1 − r1) = s1

and
n − r − s = nd − n(d − 1) − r − s = n1 − r1 − s1.

Before checking the sizes and numbers of LT blocks, note that rd − a =
rd+n(d−1)+ r−n(d−1)− r−a = n(d−1)+ r− (n(d−1)+ r− rd+a) = r1 −a1
and m− r =m+n(d− 1)− (n(d− 1)+ r) =m1 − r1. Now for β, t, and m− r − t
we have

β = ⌊rd − a
m − r

⌋ = ⌊ r1 − a1
m1 − r1

⌋ = β1,

t = (rd − a) mod (m − r) = (r1 − a1) mod (m1 − r1) = t1,

and
m − r − t =m + n(d − 1) − n(d − 1) − r − t =m1 − r1 − t1.

Therefore C1Ka
is strictly equivalent to one of the r1 + 1 generic matrix

pencils of rank r1, obtained in Theorem 2.6, to be exact the one with a1 =
(n(d − 1) + r) − rd + a.

The generic pencils in Theorem 2.6 with a1 < (n(d − 1) + r) − rd are not
strictly equivalent to the first companion linearization of any m × n matrix
polynomial of grade d since their L blocks have sizes smaller than d − 1, see
(16)–(17).

(iii) From Theorem 2.6-(ii) or directly from [32] we have that O(C1Ka
) /⊇

O(C1Ka′
). The boundary of O(C1Ka

) is a union of (possibly infinitely many)

orbits of smaller dimensions [4, Closed Orbit Lemma, p. 53], thus

O(C1Ka
) = (O(C1Ka

) ∪⋃
η

O(Qη)) .

12



Therefore O(C1Ka
) ∩ O(C1Ka′

) = ∅, which after intersection with GSYL and

applying Lemma 3.1 results in O(C1Ka
) ∩GSYL ⋂ (O(C1Ka′

) ∩GSYL) = ∅,

i.e. OGSYL(C1Ka
)⋂OGSYL(C1Ka′

) = ∅ and O(Ka)⋂O(Ka′) = ∅.

(iv) By (ii) any m × n complex matrix polynomial of grade d with rank
at most r is in one of the rd + 1 closed sets O(Ka). Thus (iv) holds, since
the union of a finite number of closed sets is also a closed set.

As a consequence of Theorem 3.2 and [4, Closed Orbit Lemma, p. 53], we
present the following corollary, which states the main results in this paper in
an analytical language that might be more convenient in certain situations.
Recall that POLm×nd,r is the set of m × n matrix polynomials of grade d and
rank at most r and that d(M,M ′) denotes the distance between the matrix
polynomials M and M ′.

Corollary 3.3. (Analytical formulation of generic eigenstructures in
POLm×nd,r ) Let m,n, r and d be integers such that m,n ≥ 2, d ≥ 1 and
1 ≤ r ≤ min{m,n} − 1.

(i) For every m × n complex matrix polynomial M of grade d with rank at
most r and every ε > 0 there exists an m×n complex matrix polynomial
M ′ of degree d, with rank r and with the complete eigenstructure Ka

(13) for some a ∈ {0,1, . . . , rd}, such that d(M,M ′) < ε.
(ii) Let a ∈ {0,1, . . . , rd}. Then for every m×n complex matrix polynomial

M ′ of degree d, with rank r and with the complete eigenstructure Ka

(13), there exists a number ε > 0 such that all the matrix polynomials
in the set

Br(M ′; ε) ∶= {M ∶ M ∈ POLm×nd,r and d(M ′,M) < ε}

have complete eigenstructure Ka.

Proof. Part (i) follows immediately from Theorem 3.2(ii) combined with the
standard definition of closure in a metric space. Part (ii) is proved by con-
tradiction. If no number ε > 0 as the one in the statement exists, then M ′ is
in the boundary of O(M ′), i.e., the set of matrix polynomials with complete
eigenstructure Ka, and using the isometry in (8) and Lemma 2.4 we get that
C1M ′ ∈ OGSYL(C1M ′) is in the boundary of OGSYL(C1M ′). Therefore, OGSYL(C1M ′)
is not open in its closure. This is a contradiction, since according to [4,
Closed Orbit Lemma, p. 53], OGSYL(C1M ′) is open in its closure (see also the
discussion in the paragraph after (9)).

The next remark complements the information provided in Theorem 3.2
and uses the notation of that theorem.
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Remark 3.4. It follows from the definition of O(Ka) that O(Ka)∩O(Ka′) =
∅ for a ≠ a′, but note that O(Ka)∩O(Ka′) ≠ ∅. Some orbits O(P ) of matrix
polynomials P may be parts of the boundaries for many different O(Ka).
For example, the orbit consisting only of the zero polynomial is a part of
the boundary of all the orbits O(Ka), a = 0,1, . . . , rd (but the zero polynomial
does not belong to any O(Ka)). The other orbits that belong to the boundaries
of different O(Ka) can be identified from the stratification hierarchy of the
matrix polynomials [15] of size m × n and grade d, although an explicit and
simple identification is not immediate in general. In particular, we remark
that ⋃0≤a≤rd O(Ka) in Theorem 3.2 (iv) is not a disjoint union.

Corollary 3.5 is an interesting and important consequence of Theorem 3.2
that provides a very simple characterization of the generic complete eigen-
structures of square singular matrix polynomials of arbitrary fixed grade.
Corollary 3.5 extends in a nontrivial way the classical result in [35], which
is valid only for pencils. Observe that Corollary 3.5 follows trivially from
Theorem 3.2 by taking m = n and r = n − 1.

Corollary 3.5. The set of singular n×n complex matrix polynomials of grade
d is a closed subset of POLn×nd equal to ⋃0≤a≤(n−1)d O(Ka), where each of the
matrix polynomials Ka, a = 0,1, . . . , (n−1)d has no elementary divisors at all,
and has only one left minimal index equal to nd − d − a, and only one right
minimal index equal to a.

In the case of 2× 2 matrix polynomials Corollary 3.5 takes a particularly
simple form, which is discussed in the next example.

Example 3.6. The set of singular 2×2 complex matrix polynomials of grade
d is a closed subset of POL2×2

d equal to ⋃0≤a≤d O(Ka), where each of the matrix
polynomials Ka, a = 0,1, . . . , d has no elementary divisors at all, and has only
one left minimal index equal to d−a, and only one right minimal index equal
to a.

As in the case of pencils (see Theorems 2.7 and 2.8), we complete
Theorem 3.2 with Theorems 3.7 and 3.8, which cover the limiting case
r = min{m,n} when m ≠ n and display the unique generic complete eigen-
structure of matrix polynomials of size m × n, grade d, and arbitrary rank.
Though very simple and not surprising, we believe that Theorems 3.7 and 3.8
are stated for the first time in the literature. We only prove Theorem 3.8
since it implies Theorem 3.7 just by transposition. Observe that the ommit-
ted case r = min{m,n} when m = n is very simple, since, in this situation,
generically a matrix polynomial of grade d is regular and has all its nd eigen-
values simple.
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Theorem 3.7. Let m,n, m < n, and d be positive integers and define the
complete eigenstructure Krp of a matrix polynomial without elementary di-
visors, without left minimal indices, and with right minimal indices α and
α + 1 as follows:

Krp ∶ {α + 1, . . . , α + 1
´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶

s

, α, . . . , α
´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶
n−m−s

} , (18)

where α = ⌊md/(n −m)⌋, s =md mod (n −m). Then,

(i) There exists an m×n complex matrix polynomial Krp of degree exactly
d and rank exactly m with the complete eigenstructure Krp;

(ii) O(Krp) = POLm×nd .

Theorem 3.8. Let m,n, m > n, and d be positive integers and define the
complete eigenstructure K`p of a matrix polynomial without elementary divi-
sors, without right minimal indices, and with left minimal indices β and β+1
as follows:

K`p ∶ {β + 1, . . . , β + 1
´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶

t

, β, . . . , β
´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶
m−n−t

} , (19)

where β = ⌊nd/(m − n)⌋, t = nd mod (m − n). Then,

(i) There exists an m×n complex matrix polynomial K`p of degree exactly
d and rank exactly n with the complete eigenstructure K`p;

(ii) O(K`p) = POLm×nd .

Proof. We just sketch the proof since it follows in a very simplified way the
proof of Theorem 3.2. The proof of (i) follows from summing up all the
indices in (19) to get

t(β + 1) + (m − n − t)β = (m − n)β + t = nd .

Then, [11, Theorem 3.3] guarantees that there exists an m×n matrix polyno-
mial K`p of degree d, rank n, and with the complete eigenstructure (19). For
proving (ii), note that the first companion form C1K`p

has exactly the com-

plete eigenstructure (19), which corresponds precisely to the KCF Kleft(λ)
in (12) if m1 =m+n(d−1) and n1 = nd. Therefore, we get from Theorem 2.8
that any m × n matrix polynomial M of grade d satisfies C1M ∈ O(C1K`p

). So,

C1M ∈ O(C1K`p
) ∩ GSYL = OGSYL(C1K`p

), where Lemma 3.1 has been used in

the last equality. This proves (ii) by applying the f−1 bijective isommetry as
explained in the paragraph after Lemma 2.4.
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4. Codimensions of generic orbits for sets of matrix polynomials
with bounded rank and degree

In this section we define the codimensions of the generic orbits O(Ka)
from Theorem 3.2 to be the codimensions of the orbits OGSYL(C1Ka

) inside
the space GSYLm×nd and compute their values.

The codimensions of orbits of matrix polynomials (including pencils and
matrices) provide us a necessary (but not sufficient) condition for construct-
ing orbit closure hierarchy (stratification) graphs [13, 15, 16, 18, 26], since the
boundary of an orbit consists of orbits with higher codimensions. Recall that,
for any P ∈ POLm×nd , dim O(C1P ) ∶= dim T(C1P ) and cod O(C1P ) ∶= dim N(C1P ),
where T(C1P ) and N(C1P ) denote, respectively, the tangent and normal spaces
to the orbit O(C1P ) at the point C1P , and dim and cod stand for dimension
and codimension respectively. It is well-known that O(C1P ) is a manifold in
the matrix pencil space PENCILm1×n1 , where m1 =m+n(d− 1) and n1 = nd.
In addition, by [26, Lemma 9.2], OGSYL(C1P ) is a manifold in GSYLm×nd .
By [15, 26] we have cod OGSYL(C1P ) = cod O(C1P ), where the codimension
of OGSYL(C1P ) is considered in the space GSYLm×nd and the codimension of
O(C1P ) in PENCILm1×n1 . Then, as said in the first paragraph of this section,
we define cod O(P ) ∶= cod OGSYL(C1P ) . These codimensions are computed via
the Kronecker canonical form of C1P in [12] and implemented in the MCS
Toolbox [14, 25]. Note that Proposition 4.1 shows that the codimensions of
different O(Ka) are distinct if m ≠ n.

From the discussion above we have that cod O(Ka) = cod O(C1Ka
). In

addition, recall that in the proof of Theorem 3.2 we have seen that C1Ka

is strictly equivalent to one of the r1 + 1 generic matrix pencils of rank r1
presented in Theorem 2.6, to be exact, to the one with a1 = (n(d − 1) + r) −
rd + a. This allows us to obtain Proposition 4.1 from [6, Theorem 3.3] just
by replacing m,n, r, a in [6] by m1 = m + n(d − 1), n1 = nd, r1 = r + n(d − 1),
and a1 = (n(d−1)+ r)− rd+a, respectively, and performing some elementary
simplifications that are explained in the proof below.

Proposition 4.1. Let m,n, r and d be integers such that m,n ≥ 2, and d ≥ 1.

(i) For 1 ≤ r ≤ min{m,n} − 1, let Ka, a = 0,1, . . . , rd, be the rd + 1 matrix
polynomials with the complete eigenstructures (13). Then the codimen-
sion of O(Ka) in POLm×nd is (n − r)(m(d + 1) − r) + a(m − n).

(ii) For r =m and m < n, let Krp be the matrix polynomial with the complete
eigenstructure (18). Then the codimension of O(Krp) in POLm×nd is
zero.
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(iii) For r = n and n <m, let Klp be the matrix polynomial with the complete
eigenstructure (19). Then the codimension of O(Klp) in POLm×nd is
zero.

Proof. Theorem 3.3 in [6] yields directly that the codimension of O(Ka) is
(n − r)(2m + n(d − 1) − r) + ((n(d − 1) + r) − rd + a)(m − n), which can be
simplified as follows:

(n − r)(2m + n(d − 1) − r) + ((n(d − 1) + r) − rd + a)(m − n)
= (n − r)(2m − r) + (n − r)n(d − 1) + n(d − 1)(m − n) − r(d − 1)(m − n) + a(m − n)
= (n − r)(2m − r) + (n − r)n(d − 1) + (n − r)(d − 1)(m − n) + a(m − n)
= (n − r)(2m − r + n(d − 1) + (d − 1)(m − n)) + a(m − n)
= (n − r)((d + 1)m − r) + a(m − n).

This proves part (i) of Proposition 4.1. Part (ii) follows immediately from
[12, Section 6.1], where it is shown that the codimension for a matrix pencil
consisting only of Lεi blocks is ∑εi>εj(εi − εj − 1), see also [12, Example 3].
Part (iii) holds as a “transposed” version of Part (ii).

Remark 4.2. In [6, Theorem 3.3] the codimension of POLm×n1,r is computed

by taking the least codimension of all the irreducible components O(Ka1(λ))
(see (10)) of POLm×n1,r . Since the irreducibility of O(Ka) is not shown for
grades larger than one, we skip talking about the codimensions of POLm×nd,r in
Proposition 4.1.

Remark 4.3 (The codimensions cod O(P ) do not depend on the choice
of the Fiedler linearization of a matrix polynomial P ). The results in this
section have been obtained using the first Frobenius companion linearization
C1P . However, cod O(P ) can be defined using any other Fiedler linearization
[9], resulting in the same values of the codimensions (see [12, Theorem 2.2]
and [9]).
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